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R
ecently a journalist got in touch with

me and wondered whether I would be

happy to answer a few questions about

Total Tattoo. “No problem” I said; “Send them

over”. A few moments later that familiar

pinging sound rang out and they arrived in my inbox. And that’s exactly

where they stayed until I received one of those polite cage-rattling

emails (that I’ve sent out so often myself) enquiring about quite when

they might be expecting to see the fruits of my labour, and of course

letting me know when their deadline was. This seemed liked a good

moment to dig out the original email and find out what I had actually

agreed to. Without further ado I sieved through my horribly overstuffed

inbox in an attempt to find the said correspondence.A few minutes later

I sheepishly requested that the questions be resent.

Since reading them through, they have certainly given me food for

thought. It’s not the fact they are soul searching personal questions that

have made me dig deep into my inner junk draw, but they have given

me an opportunity to think about why we do what we do at the

magazine: not that we don’t always have this stuff in our minds, but with

a monthly deadline to hit there’s rarely time to just stop, surface for

breath and process what we’re actually doing and for what reason. 

Those of you who have been on this fantastic voyage with us for a

while now will have probably noticed that we’ve made a few changes

over the past two years. Keeping the magazine fresh for ongoing

readers as well as new ones has always got to be a priority. The world

around us constantly changes and we need to reflect that, but to

remain mindful that change for the sake of change alone is seldom

welcomed.

Time after time we talk about prioritising style over fashion when it

comes to tattooing, and the same is true in the magazine world. If you

want longevity you have to make sure there is a strong foundation and

real substance to what you’re doing. When today’s fashions become the

butt of tomorrow’s jokes, those with true style just carry on following

their chosen course unflinchingly. That is what we constantly strive to

achieve here, and is at the heart of everything we do.

Until next month...

James
editor@totaltattoo.co.uk

www.totaltattoo.co.uk

www.facebook.com/totaltattoomagazine

EDITORIAL

“Create with the heart; 

build with the mind.” 
- Criss Jami

•    Total Tattoo has one of the best reputations 
     in the business - respected by tattooists and 
     tattoo fans alike.

•    Advertising in Total Tattoo is great value for 
     money. An advert can pay for itself many times 
     over with the extra business it brings in.

•    Most copies of Total Tattoo are read by more 
     than one person - passed around among 
     friends or in tattoo studios etc.

BOOST 
YOUR

BUSINESS
with Total Tattoo

Tens of thousands of people
read Total Tattoo worldwide.

Why not tell them about 
your product, service, 

studio or website.

Call Jill on 

01787 242100
or e-mail advertising@totaltattoo.co.uk

Ask for our media card – you’ll be amazed at how

reasonable our rates are. We can discuss your 

requirements with you, and we will work out the

best price deal to suit you too.  We can even 

design and create your

advert for you, at

very little extra cost.

You’re holding a copy of Total Tattoo

in your hand so you know the quality

and passion that goes into it.  

The same quality and passion goes into

the service that we offer our

advertisers.

Please note that we are unable to accept adverts for tattoo supplies – machines, needles, inks, etc.  
However, we are happy to accept adverts for auxiliary products such as hygiene equipment 

and studio furniture. Please do not hesitate to contact us for further information or advice on this. 
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NEWS & REVIEWS
Tattoo news and reviews for your delectation and delight. If it goes on in the tattoo world, it goes in here. 
Send us your news items, books or products for review and items of general curiosity and intrigue for the tattoo cognoscenti.
News, Total Tattoo Magazine, PO Box 10038, Sudbury, Suffolk, CO10 7WL

BOOK REVIEW

Inkslingers: Under The Skin
By Jakob Schultz and Michael Caddy Sondergaard

Published by Gingko Press

Hardback, 288 pages

Inkslingers: Under the Skin is a simple concept: take 24 artists, document their work and

do a short interview. That’s all it takes to describe this book, as well as to add that it’s

executed to the highest standard. From Bob Tyrrell to Henning Jørgensen, Guil Zekri to

Erin Chance, with a slight bias towards Scandinavian artiststs, there is no obvious rhyme

or reason to the choice of tattooists other than their work is of course top drawer. 

It’s a beautifully produced volume and will no doubt stand the test of time. 

In last month’s ‘Private View’ section we managed
to miss out the vital information that Paolo Aiello is
working at Stained Class in ShrewsburyBorder Rose - Artist Wanted

Border Rose, in Littleborough

close to Rochdale, is looking

to take on another tattoo

artist, minimum 2 years studio

experience. No primadonnas,

attitudes, drug habits or drink

problems. Must not mind

Sexual Misconduct Fridays,

and Naked Saturdays!  Please

send references and your

portfolio to

ink@borderrosetattoo.co.uk
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TickeT Giveaway
Northampton International Tattoo Convention

With summer just around the corner, it’s almost time for tattoo conventions with outdoor

entertainment. This is always an added bonus, and gives you a bit more bang for your buck.

One of the contenders for those

hard-earned dollars is The

Northampton International

Tattoo Convention on the

7th and 8th of June. Not only

are there the usual entertainments,

bands, and stalls – not forgetting the

all-important tattoo artists - but also

outside you will find custom cars and

bikes as well as a drift car show.

Tickets are available at a very

reasonable £10 a day if pre-booked,

£15 for the weekend, 

Or you could go for free! 

We have ten weekend passes to give

away, and all you have to do is ask

nicely for one. Emails to the usual

address

comps@totaltattoo.co.uk

using the subject line ‘Summer Fun’.

Terms and conditions apply (see page

5) and the closing date is May 2nd.

New Filip Leu Hoodie 
Up for Grabs
If you’re after that exclusive item of attire for
the 2014 season, then look no further. The new
Filip Leu designed hoodie is now available
from Amaleu.com. Needless to say you will
stand out in the crowd, with the print itself in
silver on a black background. They are very
cool, and we have one to give away. So just let
us know why you should be the one to get it.
Answers to comps@totaltattoo.co.uk, using
the subject line ‘hoodie’. Terms and conditions
apply (see page 5) and the closing date is May
the 2nd. Don’t forget to let us know what size
you are!

Tattooist Wanted

abody tattoo is an established studio

based in Leicester city centre. They

currently have a vacancy for a tattooist for

an immediate start. The applicant must be

capable of doing quality custom work as

well as flash. They must also have studio

experience and a great portfolio of tattoo

work. If you’re interested please call

01162621500 or email

abody@abody.co.uk

Panther Crew
Electric Tattooing
are on the move, you can now find them at 79 Lichfield Street,

Wolverhampton city centre WV1 1EQ. Check out their work at

www.facebook.com/PantherCrewTattoo



LINKYS
Here is this month’s selection of web links, containing a wide range of tattoo snippets for you to

enjoy.  If you know of a good Linky that you think our readers would like, drop us a line to

editor@totaltattoo.co.uk putting Linkys as your subject.

Carlos Torres Tattoo Stories 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jJ5Ppxu5I7o

Stay Cool Vol. 4 by Daveee & Adrian Edek

https://vimeo.com/49073696

The Tattoo Colouring Book

https://vimeo.com/75765001

The Who - Tattoo

https://vimeo.com/16829858
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DVD REVIEW
On the Shoulders of Giants 
Part One: A Film For All and None

By Stewart Robson

Two years in the making, On The Shoulders Of Giants

is an intimate window into the legendary Frith Street

Tattoo. Directed and Produced by Stewart Robson,

‘A Film For All and None’ is the first instalment of

four films and deals with the current team who are

working there, as well as the shop’s enigmatic owner

Dante. At one point in the documentary Frank Carter

states that “from the outside it’s like an impenetrable

fortress.” Those words ring true for many tattoo

shops, but arguably especially Frith Street.

So many pivotal figures in tattooing have passed

through the shop that it’s almost unbelievable. The

most refreshing thing about this film is the fact that all

the current crop of artists are so aware of that; they

feel a strong sense of its history, and consider it a

privilege to be part of the future legacy. All in all, this

film has shone a very positive light into the basement

that is Frith Street Tattoo, and is well worth a look. 

New Studio - Chester
Jo Talbot has just opened a new studio in Chester city centre. 

It goes by the name of the Minerva Lodge Tattoo Club.

Jo tells us ‘I am very excited about the new studio. We are hoping to

create a vibrant space for people to come get tattooed and share in each

other’s artwork and creative talents’. 

From the images we have seen it looks like a fabulous space, and of

course we wish her all the best with her new venture.

For more info check out www.minervalodgetattooclub.com
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Something Painful

thiS Way ComeS...

This month sees the launch of a new set of eye

watering fire breathing hot sauces. guaranteed to

bring life to parts long since forgotten. Hillbilly Hot

Sauce, Hot Bitch Sauce and Hot Zombie Sauce are

the product of the deranged minds of Paul from

Vince Ray and Gez from Toxico Clothing, brewed to

Granpappy’s age old secret recipes, handed down

through generations. They can best be described as

‘good for all kinds of dead stuff’.  All three have very

different agonising flavours to ensure both a warm

entry and exit. ‘Come and have a go if you think

you’re hard enough!’ You have been warned.

£5 plus shipping

Available from Toxico (www.toxico.co.uk)  

The Art of Lettering: 
Tattoo Lettering
Sketchbook Vol.1
By Christian Nguyen

As the art of lettering becomes ever more popular and its true worth is

recognised, those artists who have always cherished it are coming to the

fore. One such artist is Geneva-based Christian Nguyen of Inkvaders who

has recently released a sketchbook on the subject. It’s a compact, no-frills

volume produced in A5, but packed with good stuff. If you fancy a copy go

to www.tattoo-print.com

Tattooist Wanted 
Electric Kicks Tattoo is a busy

studio based in Pontefract,

West Yorkshire. They are

looking for a new person to

fit into their team. The right

applicant must have shop

experience, a varied portfolio,

be able to draw freehand and

have a good work ethic. No drugs, (heavy) drinkers or

attitudes! Send your portfolio to

electric.kicks@hotmail.com for the attention of Sam.
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BRIGHTON
TATTOOCONVENTION

Last year saw the first outing for the all-new super sized Brighton

Tattoo Convention. It was a calculated leap of faith, and a

resounding success. As I rode home from the show on that freezing

February night I remember thinking, “just how big could this show get?”

It was obvious to anyone that its potential was massive, but it was a

question that could only be fully answered in twelve months’ time.

Words: James Sandercock • Pictures: James Sandercock, Perry Rule & Tina Korhonen

1.

3.

4.

2.

1. by colin jones, stained class

2. uncle allan, conspiracy inc (germany)

3. by jeff ortega, 

evil from the needle

4. by big sleeps, l.a. crew (usa)

5. by joe carpenter, 

cloak and dagger

6. by tutti serra, black garden

7. by carlos, 

to die for tattoo (germany)

8. by nicklas westin, 

nirvana tattoo (spain)

9. by neil bass, tattoo fx
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The year has flown by, with some other
cracking shows along the way for our
entertainment and to aid the passing of time.
As the convention circuit started to wind down
in 2013, we started to get snippets of
information drip-fed to us via social media
regarding what 2014’s Brighton Show would
have to offer. It all sounded ultra positive and a
sense of anticipation was definitely in the air.
Just one week before the convention word
filtered through that even the Mighty Milan
Show was buzzing with talk of the next week’s
seaside extravaganza. The stage was set...

Finally the weekend arrived, along with some
crazy weather. As artists and stallholders set up
on the Friday afternoon, the venue was full of
travel horror stories, and from most people
there was a sense of relief at having arrived at
all. As the night drew in outside the hotel
ferocious winds were blasting along the sea
front; the air was thick with ocean spray, and
anything that wasn’t nailed down was at the
mercy of the elements, including us. It was an
intense experience for sure, but it did have its
comic moments. Valentine’s night in Brighton
was bustling, and on our way to dinner we
came across some people who would have
found walking in a straight line a challenge
without Mother Nature kicking them up the
arse. The dramatic weather, along with some
great seminars, the incredibly entertaining Lal
Hardy’s Old time Talk (which also ran on the
Saturday for punters this year) and a pre-show
party with a super chilled atmosphere made for
an entertaining prelude to the main event.

5. 6.

7.

8. 9.
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Saturday arrived and thankfully the worst of the weather had
left. The clock struck twelve, the doors were thrown open to
the paying public and the convention began in earnest. At first
glance the layout was much the same as last year, but as I
moved around the venue I began to appreciate that the changes
that had been implemented were well thought out. For instance
The Valentine’s Day Art Exhibition (see Private View page 74)
was in the centre of the main hall this time. So instead of
constantly having to commute down crowded isles, everyone
had a space where we could spend time either enjoying the art,
or hanging out and chatting without the feeling of getting in
anyone’s way. There was a similar handy space upstairs.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14. 15.

10. by vinicius lima, evil from the needle

11. phil wilkinson, one day gallery

12. by luke kempton, kings cross tattoo

13. by matt chahal, svasti tattoo

14. by leigh oldcorn, cosmic tattoo

15. by luca ortis

16. the chop shop

17. by valerie vargas, frith street tattoo

18. by jonny breeze, inka tattoo

19. by alex reinke, holy fox tattoo

20. dan sinnes, luxembourg electric avenue

21. by adriaan machete, machete death gallery (germany)

22. the marshall amp project
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16. 17.

18.

19. 20.

21.

22.

15.
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23. 24. 25.

26.

27. 28. 29.

30.
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The Bar area which housed the main stage, where Ska Legend
Neville Staple performed on the Saturday night, was draped in
black and red the same as last year, which gave it a nocturnal vibe,
but it also housed a pool table, some pinball machines and some
stallholders. It was also used as a showcase for a new collaboration
between the iconic Marshall Amps and some talented tattoo artists
including Emily Wood from Black Heart tattoo and Phil Kyle from
Magnum Opus, resulting in an amazing ‘custom shop tattoo series’
of amps. Throw in one of two Sailor Jerry cocktail bars, and it all
added up to a very pleasant space to hang out.

31. 32. 33.

34.

35.

36. 37. 38.

23. by paul talbot, post modern tattoo

24. claudia de sabe

25. by ade, nine

26. by emily wood, black heart tattoo

27. by matty d’arienzo, into you

28. by billy hay, custom inc

29. by f cheung, 6.8 tattoo (hong kong)

30. judges: gordon klaus, 

dawnii fantana, nigel kurt

31. by mirek vel stotker, stotker tattoo

32. lee symonds, cherry blossom tattoo

33. by martin binczewski, avon tattoo

34. by stewart robson, frith street tattoo

35. by will barbour-brown, blue dragon

36. phil kyle, magnum opus

37. by phil kyle, magnum opus

38. by phatt german, no regrets
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The market area, which separated party central
from the artists, was full of quality goodies to
purchase, and it also had a area where you
could sit and chat while you crammed your
face full of gorgeous cakes and delectable ice
cream, all washed down with a gourmet coffee,
before you headed off to drool over some
custom bikes. One thing became apparent as
you moved through each section of the show:
the organisers clearly had the attitude of ‘use
the space, don’t overdo the space.’ Cramming
too many artists and traders in for the sake of a
fast buck is not the Brighton way.

So what about the beating heart of the show?
As always it was both an impressive artist list
and an interesting one. As I drifted along in the
convention current, through the areas which
were dedicated to this ancient art of ink (and
there were quite a few of these) it became
apparent that there was a lot of new talent on
display as well as the established household
names of tattooing. Despite the fact the show
had grown to quite massive proportions for
2014’s outing its roots were still very much
anchored in the UK, supporting talent from
across the length and breadth of our great land
as well as reaching out into Europe and further
afield.

A big show like this is always going to have
pluses and some minuses, and whether you
prefer a huge extravaganza or a smaller, more
intimate outing is very much a personal
preference. My own opinion is that the show
was class. A lot of thought was put into
making sure that everybody attending the
convention - whether they were artist, trader or
convention goer - was given the best possible
experience in every way. It’s hard to imagine
where Woody and his team can go to from
here, but I’m sure that once all the feedback’s
in,0 2015 will start to take shape. Time to start
the waiting game again...

39. 40.

41.

42.

43.

44.

45.

46.

39. by phil wilkinson, one day gallery
40. by paco, gilded cage
41. by phatt german, no regrets
42. by jondix, 7 door
43. by gray silva, rampant ink
44. jondix, 7 door
45. by neil dransfield, 

oddfellows tattoo collective
46. by jacob pedersen, 

crooked moon (sweden)
47. by sam smith, 

steveston tattoo co (canada)
48. neville staple
49. by jen, no regrets
50. adriaan machete
51. by dan arietti, black sails
52. by david corden, on the road
53. the trophies by eatonnott

54. by joao bosco, the family business



47. 48. 49.

50.

51.

52. 53.

54.
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Joey Ortega started tattooing a little over ten years ago. In his
own words “I just kind of fell into it”. He told me that he had
always been compelled to draw, and that it was no secret

among his peers. So, like many other artists I have spoken with
about how they started out, he was corralled at an early age into
putting designs together for friends. By the age of 18 he was
already trying to make art pay the bills: painting murals and
sculpting. When his friend roped him into painting a mural in the
tattoo shop that she was apprenticing at, he stepped into the
wonderful world of ink. He started to hang out there and help out.
After a few weeks the piercer in the shop asked him if wanted to
learn how to pierce. He didn’t have much to lose, so the young
Ortega just thought “Fuck it, I’ll do it” and he was in.

Words by James Sandercock
Pics by Joey Ortega

What he describes as some
‘gnarly biker drama’ ensued, and
he ended up moving shops, but
essentially it didn’t take long for
someone to figure out that the
boy had talent when it came to
putting pencil to paper, and he
was soon put to work drawing up
designs. The shop just happened
to be next to Fort Hood, one of
the largest military bases in the
US. So for Joey this meant his
skills were in constant use as the
workload was heavy. The more

he drew, the more his interest in
tattooing grew.

More drama forced this shop to
close, and Joey took the first job
as a piercer he could get. This
time when his potential new
employers saw Joey’s portfolio
the reaction was slightly
different: “Man you can fucking
draw! Why aren’t you tattooing?”
So the learning process began.
Nobody in the shop had been
tattooing for any great length of
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time but they were happy to
share what little they knew with
Joey. There was no real
structure to the learning process
but eventually he was told to
bring in one of his friends. “I
tattooed a chaos symbol; it took
about three hours and it was a
fucking scar. I had no clue what
I was doing, but it was a start.”
The more Joey tattooed the
more he fell in love with it: not
just the art but also the social
interaction. “Looking back now
I was just lucky, I did not go
looking for it.”
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I asked Joey where he felt those initial creative influences came
from and he shrugged his shoulders. “I don’t really know to be
honest, but all my life I wanted to be an artist. As soon as I was
able to hold a pencil, I’ve been drawing on stuff. I was that
asshole kid who scribbled murals on the wall. I had to be doing
something: painting, drawing, sculpting, carving and building
bikes. I guess I was a tinkerer. Even now I have the same damn
problem; I seem to have a million different irons in the fire.” 



Certain times in an artist’s life have more
overall impact than others, and when Joey
made his first trip to Europe in 2007 his
love for flowing lines found a spiritual
home. Contact with the European aesthetic
- specifically Art Nouveau - and the work
tattoo artists were doing this side of the
pond changed everything:  “After my first
visit to Europe there was a definite shift.”
Something switched on in him and he has
never looked back. The rules that he had
been taught to respect, all based in
traditional tattooing, were no more. He had
found something that he really connected
with, and a new foundation that he could
build his style upon. He told me that “I
like things that are soft and flowing, but at
the same time I still appreciate a very
strong powerful image and that’s the
challenge: finding a balance between the
two. I feel that Art Nouveau artists like
Alphonse Mucha achieved this. A tattoo
needs to fit the body’s form and
complement it whilst having the strength
to stand alone as a piece of art. It took me
a long time to figure out what I could
really do with tattooing.” 
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The other event which had a huge impact on Joey and his career
was his move to Austin, which is not only the creative heart of
Texas but also a massive college town. “I really wanted to start
working on a large scale, and I needed to get some money in to
pay the bills, so I came up with a plan. I tattooed a couple of
large sidepieces on two girls and put then out on the Internet.
Now it’s just gone mad. I do a lot of big ornamental pieces,
mostly on women.” Working with women has allowed him to
really explore the side of tattooing that appeals to him most.
“Girls just seem to appreciate it, and they sit like rocks. I like to
give my clients the best experience when they come to get
tattooed. I see myself as an entertainer and that really has
worked for me. If you give a girl a really great time when she
comes to get tattooed, she will tell all her friends about that, and
maybe writes a blog on it, or post it on social media and it will
get a lot of attention. Guys just don’t network in the same way.
I’m really happy with the way things have worked out.”

One of the things that makes
Joey’s work stand out is his
constant desire to find a ‘novel
application for a clichéd idea’ as
he puts it. “I’m always taking
photos of the smallest things for
reference material: trying to find a
different way of looking at
something, a way of changing my
perspective. On my first trip to
Europe I took hundreds of photos.
Then I studied and drew and I’ve
carried on that way. Now I’m
really happy with the way my style
has developed. Having said that I
still draw on the things I learnt
from traditional tattooing. My
work’s still kind of flat-based
using strong bold lines, making it
easily readable.” 
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Later this year Joey is taking his
first trip to Indonesia. I can only
imagine what influence that might
have on this cultural sponge. “I
love the Indonesian and Tibetan
imagery, so I’m sure that will
become another strong influence. I
like to understand what I’m
tattooing before I get involved with
it. Take Maori and Polynesian
work, I shy away from it because I
just don’t know what I would be
putting on a person. It is a service
and I like to think I can take
something positive from all tattoos
that I do, regardless of the subject
matter. I also feel that as a tattooist
I should be versatile and be able to
cater for different customers, but
only to a point.” 
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A big part of Joey’s creative
process is his sketchbooks. They
go everywhere with him and he has
been keeping them for years. He
tells me that “over the last couple
of years I have been travelling in
Europe more frequently and
attending more conventions. I
don’t really have any merchandise
so I have been laying out my
sketchbooks, and I constantly get
asked if I will sell them. Most of
the work in them is done for my
customers so the answer’s always
no. So I decided to make one for
the sole purpose of getting it
printed. It’s not a book of line
drawing: just sketches of whatever
I might be studying or working
through in my mind at the time. I
think it’s really important to see
how a drawing is constructed. I’m
trying to do something that shows
my personal process, including
critiques. I’ve had a lot of positive
feedback about the project.”

With this seemingly constant input
does he still find that he faces the
dreaded artists’ block? “Of course
you sometimes get stuck as a
tattooer. Everybody gets into a rut
where they can’t seem to move
forward. It’s only natural. I find a
lot of my customers have very
imaginative ideas and that can feed
my fire. I’ll then go and research it,
and through that process other
ideas for other projects come to
me. The relationship with my
clients and learning about them
also allows me to cater for their
personality. I definitely find new
inspiration from my customers’
ideas and that’s an exciting part of
that relationship.”

So how has the passing of time
changed Joey’s approach to
tattooing? “I want each tattoo to be
as strong and dynamic as I can
make it. So now I’m really
focusing on every piece. I think the

ability to do that has come with maturing as an artist. I’m trying to polish
every aspect of my art; I’m going back to studying the old masters. It’s
just astonishing what they were doing, and I feel that we have regressed
in so many ways. I’m trying to slow down, to really appreciate and
absorb things individually and as a whole, not to just take a picture then
run off. That’s been a struggle for me to do, because I’m always thinking
about the next thing. But I think, finally that process of slowing down is
beginning to be reflected in my work.”

It would be fair to say that Joey is
in a good place at the moment and
his relationship with tattooing is a
big part of that. “I’m really
grateful that someone decided to
teach me to tattoo, which has led
me to become part of an amazing
community. I really don’t have
much to complain about. Of course
I want to keep developing as an
artist and as a person. That’s not
born out of some dissatisfaction...
It’s just who I am. I have a saying
that’s always running around in my
head, ‘move forward until you’re
dead’, and I try to live my life by
that. I want to be able to give back
to tattooing as much as it has given
me.”

See more of Joey’s work at
www.joeyortega.com
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“We’ve got to start making plans if we’re going to make

history.” It’s not too often that you’ll get a text message like

that from one of the most famous living tattoo artists, Lyle

Tuttle. And so it began: a year of planning, scheming, and

secret codenames to help realise Tuttle’s “bucket list”

dream of tattooing on all seven continents. My casual offer

of travel assistance in the hotel bar at his 2012 Old School

St. Louis convention had now turned into an exciting

adventure opportunity!

Tuttle did not set out to make history. A handful of years ago, he realised
that he had tattooed on six of the seven continents, and citing Sir Edmund
Hillary as inspiration, he resolved to get to Antarctica “because it was
there”. After he approached me to coordinate the trip for him, I realised he
might be the first person to do something like this. My inner detective took
over. Although a couple of people have tattooed on Antarctica, they had not
travelled as extensively as Lyle… 

Getting to Antarctica is no easy feat. The

limited options are fairly time consuming.

Most tourists travel there on cruise ships

and reach land via short, crowded shore

excursions that take place almost

exclusively outside. In order to tattoo, we

were going to need more time than those

excursions offered, as well as a protected

space and some flexibility. I discovered that

that two tour companies offer overnights

on the continent: both just for a single

night but we could pull an all-nighter if

need be. Most of the charter seats had

been sold out for the 2013-14 tourist

season (“regular” people can only visit

Antarctica during the Southern

Hemisphere summer). Luckily, I managed to

snag us two remaining places on a six-seat

charter flight to become part of an elite,

tiny group of tourists each year who get to

sleep on the continent.

Our adventure started upon meeting up at

Los Angeles International Airport. I

emerged from security to find Tuttle

waiting for me in one of the gate lounges,

in typical flirtatious style, animatedly

chatting with a pretty young girl. And we

were off! To get to the end of South

America where our charter would depart,

it takes at least a full, 24 hours of travelling.

I had asked Tuttle if he wanted to break up

the flying and spend a bit of time in one of

our transit cities, Lima, Peru. It was here

that I found out that, ever the prankster,

Tuttle loves to surprise unwitting tattooers

with visits. 
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It so happens that the first shop we approached in Lima, one of three adjacent shops on a

busy street in the Miraflores neighborhood, turned out to be Lima’s oldest, Coyote

Tattoo. The owner Ivan Alegria spied us outside, drawn to my sleeves (a rare sight in fairly

conservative Peru). After Tuttle presented his “business card” (the shiny, copper pressed

pennies with his name that he uses as calling cards), they realised who had just walked

into their workplace and were thrilled. Tuttle decided on the spur of the moment to get a

tattoo of the word LIMA (to add to his collection of tiny motifs) from shop tattooer

Steven Cruz. Tuttle delights in calling tattoos “stickers on your luggage”, and this tattoo

was exactly that.

The next day we left for Punta Arenas in the Patagonia region of Chile, from where we

would be departing to Antarctica. We had a full day of downtime before the charter flight,

so again we hit the pavement to find a tattooer to surprise. Coincidentally, the first shop I

navigated us to, Rony Rocker Tatuajes, was, as in Lima, also the city’s oldest. No tattooing

made the agenda that day, but we did visit Rony again on our return journey and Tuttle

ended up with another souvenir of our trip, a miniscule penguin in some empty space just

above his wrist.

Words and photos: 
Anna Felicity Friedman
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That night at a mandatory pre-trip

meeting over dinner and drinks, we were

handed copies of the Antarctic Treaty by

which we as tourists, just as any visitors to

the continent, must abide. My favorite part

was the “no nuclear devices” clause! We

met our travel companions for the tour:

two 30-something brothers from

California on an adventure trip through

South America and a businessman from

my home state of Illinois adding his

seventh continent to his roster. Go figure:

we travel halfway around the world to fly

to Antarctica with people from our own

home states.

Very early the next morning we left the hotel

for the airport. I have to admit I got a cheap

thrill seeing “Antarctica” on the flight monitor.

Then we were whisked through security and

paraded onto the tarmac. Within minutes, we

were in the air for a two and a half hour flight

at 28,000 feet over Cape Horn and the Drake

Passage to King George Island, one of the

primary homes to various Antarctic scientific

stations due to its unusual percentage of non-

glacier land. Our plane bumped down on a

tiny gravel runway belonging to the Chilean

Frei Station, one of only two such runways on

the continent (all the rest are for ski-planes

only). Upon arrival we began a day of touring

the dazzling wildlife and geography that the

great Southern continent has to offer. 

Donning bright orange and red insulated

overalls, we launched in a tiny rubber zodiac

boat into Maxwell Bay. First we visited Ardley

Island, one of the only places on earth where

multiple breeds of penguins simultaneously

live together. Tuttle said of the penguins:

“They’re cute little guys. When they walk they

throw their flippers back and they look like

they’ve got haemorrhoids!” Then we set out

across a vast, choppy sea to cruise along the

edge of the glacier. About halfway across, our

fabulously skilled tour guide, Benjamin

Contreras, shouted, “Hang on, we’re chasing

whales!” and off we sped. An orca impressively

jumped and smashed down into the sea ahead

of us. We just floated and watched her and her

calf surfacing and diving repeatedly.

On the way to the glacier face, we

encountered our first seal, just hanging out on

an iceberg. At one point while we were

inspecting the glacier it started to calve,

throwing chunks of ice into the sea around us,

emitting a massive roar. Later, back on land, I

went on an incredible hike to see some

enormous elephant seals on the edge of the

Drake passage. 82-year-old Tuttle wisely sat

out the intense trek down a cliff face;

complications from chilblains that he’s battled

since a bad bout of frostbite when serving in

the Korean War in the 1950s still plague him

today. At around 9pm we all took a snowcat

ride to the top of the glacier to watch the sun

set (as much as it sets…even at 3am there is

still a band of white along the horizon). That

night at 11pm in the scientists’ guesthouse at

the Russian Bellingshausen Station, with

twilight morphing into semi-darkness through

the windows, we began to get ready to make

history.

I usually chronicle what happened, analyse it,

and then present it to the world. It’s not often

that historians help with the actual making of

history. But here I was, in one of the most

remote places on Earth, about to get a tattoo

from someone I had been studying and

lecturing about for over 20 years. Our

audience was an international group of

Antarctic scientists and station workers from

Russia, Chile, Germany, and America who

happened to be having a birthday party in the

common room of the guesthouse. Their

reaction was mixed: some, especially those

who had gotten to see Metallica play their

7th-continent-clinching concert a few months

back, loved the idea and tried to help out;

others thought what we were doing was

scandalous including one outspoken (and

perhaps a bit tipsy) ornithologist who refused

to be quiet for the 10 minutes of videotaping

the event and even walked in front of the

camera at one point (she had been on the

continent for a while and I think the extremes

of weather and light cycles had begun to mess

with her brain).



In true showman style, Tuttle had a banner

made to hang in our “booth” from fellow

Ukiah, CA, tattoo artist Mark Phillips. Tuttle

finished arranging his impromptu station, and

we got down to business just before midnight.

Since we didn’t know if we would have

electric power, Tuttle had created a portable,

9-volt-battery-powered rig crafted out of a

Chinese rotary machine he purchased on Ebay

for $1, disposable tubes, needles, a voltage

regulator, and a clip cord; he used his friend

Cliff White’s Victory Ink for the pigment. And

within 5 minutes, Tuttle fulfilled his dream of

tattooing on all seven continents. I obtained an

indelible souvenir of an amazing adventure and

joined the limited club of people who wear his

autograph – he tattoos no more than one per

day to keep them exclusive. The scientists kept

partying in the background the entire time!

We joined in afterwards to celebrate. Tuttle

had indeed accomplished a historical first.

Reflecting upon the trip the night before we

were to return home, Tuttle, ever the planner

and organiser, had a lightbulb moment. He said

to me: “Now we need to get some other

people to do this. We could have a club. Let’s

make the rules right now. We have to have a

forum of seven.” Tattooers, take note: the next

six people to have tattooed on every

continent can join the Lyle Tuttle Seven

Continent Club! When I asked him about

what he thought about Antarctica he said:

“Well, it was a nice place. I wouldn’t want to

live there. We went there in the summertime,

and it was colder than a well-digger’s ass!” 

Stay tuned for forthcoming videos from the

trip and more on Dr. Friedman’s blog and

social media. Visit tattoohistorian.com for

updates and links.
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the tattoo tea party2014R
oll up, Roll up, Roll up! the tattoo

circus is coming to town. And while

you could apply this phrase to most

tattoo conventions, in the case of this

year’s Tattoo Tea Party it’s also a fact!

Every year the show is themed, and this

time saw the turn of circus and carnival

freak show. The show took place on the

first weekend of March at Event City, a

purpose-built exhibition space next door

to Manchester’s massive shopping mall,

the Trafford Centre. The hall itself is

around 6000 square feet, and having a

space that size really gives the organisers

a licence to play, so play they do.

Entertaining the crowd is always high on the agenda

for the Tea Party and back for the third year running

was the much-loved  ‘Gentlemen’s death match’. This

gruelling test of skill and determination relies on

audience participation. The aggrieved are invited to

enter the boxing ring (which is in the centre of the

show) to settle their differences in a civilised manner.

At which point they don giant boxing gloves, and

wallop the b’jesus out of each other for 60 seconds,

and the winner is chosen by the clap-o-meter

(otherwise known as ‘The crowd’). These bouts take

place on a regular basis over the 2 days and are always

very popular. Once again James and I entered the ring

to sort out the thorny issue of who makes the tea for

once and for all. Considering ourselves to be two

modern-day gladiators in peak condition, 60 seconds

later we both needed oxygen and had no recollection

of what had just happened. Also making a return were

the Bumper cars, the highlight of any fairground, on

which you could ride to your heart’s content, as these

were provided free of charge!

Photos: James Sandercock & Perry          Words: Perry

1.

2. 3.

5.

6.

4.

1. by charlotte timmons, 

modern body art

2. free bumper cars!

3. cecil porter, 

cecil porter tattoo (usa)

4. by ollie tye, cosmic 

monster incorporated

5. the small strings

6. by matt chahal, 

svasti tattoo



Another major attraction was the

introduction of Dr Phantasma’s, Ten in One

Freakshow: a proper old-fashioned affair. In

true showman style the good doctor would

lure the punters in with the promise that

“Some of this may be real, some may not be

so real, but it will all be really, really good”.

There was fire eating, whip cracking, body

contorting, and sword swallowing madness to

entertain and delight the crowds. Every show

was packed and once again it was on the

house! 

So, what of the tattooing? It is safe to say that

realism was most definitely the order of the

day. With the likes of Matt ‘Oddboy’ Barrett-

Jones, Joe Carpenter, Cecil Porter, Chris Jones

and Mark Bester in attendance, the standard

was set pretty high.  But it was not all about

realism. one of the most impressive pieces of

the weekend was a full colour Japanese back

piece by Leo Ruiz, who went from knees to

neck in two days, a huge achievement for both

artist and model.  The best booth award is

also something of a tradition and for the

second year running that went to Aurora

Tattoo. They had decorated their booth,

converting a blank space into a veritable forest

of trees made from builder’s quickset foam,

behind which Emma Kierzek worked solidly all

weekend. She produced half a dozen

impeccable portraits and walked off with the

prize for Small Black and Grey.

7. 8.

9. 10.

11.

13.

12.
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14. 15. 16.

17. 18.

7. by yliana paolini, private studio

8. dr phantasmas stunning side show

9. by justin burnout, 

ghost house collective 

10. fancy dress competition

11. by lee clements, chameleon tattoo

12. matt chahal, 

hand painted banner from india

13. by tommicrazy, middleton tattoo

14. by charly huurman, 

ch tattoo (ireland)

15. by jake x, top hat tattoo

16. by rob richardson, immortal art

17. by stephanie hesketh, unique canvas

18. by matt hart, inspirations



When it comes to the competitions this is a show that’s well

supported, with some categories boasting as many as 40 entrants. In

contrast, more traditional style tattoos seem to be fading in popularity

in the North West, with instead a noticeable rise of the more

fashionable mandalas and dotwork and the ever present skull/women’s

face combo. All entrants were filmed and projected on large screens for

all to see. The trophies were individual works of art in themselves;

fabulous mounted skulls, courtesy of the show organiser Neil

Dalleywater. 

A hall of this size runs the risk of lacking atmosphere, but with red and

blue bunting running all over the place the twisted village fete feel was

complete. Entry prices were fair considering everything that was

thrown in for free once you were inside, plus free parking, and visitor

numbers were definitely up, proving that this show is heading in the

right direction. The fun friendly vibe is infectious, making this one of the

most enjoyable conventions on the circuit. If you didn’t make it along

this year, maybe you should step right up for 2015… 

19.

20.

21. 22.
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23. 24. 25.

26.

27. 28. 29.

19. by mark bester, marked for life

20. by leo ruiz, timebomb tattoo

21. by matt ‘oddboy’ barratt-jones, real art

22. by dan hancock, the immortal coil

23. hanumantra lamar, modern body art

24. matt hart, inspirations

25. by emma kierzek, aurora tattoo

26. by leah moule, spear studio

27. by teresa sharpe (usa)

28. by dan stone, electric buddha

29. by farrell, accomplice tattoo
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30. 31.

33. 34.

35.

32.

30. by gerry carnelly, octopus tattoo

31. by paul owen, naughty needles

32. by michele madison, 

triple six tattoo

33. by ryan mason, scapegoat tattoo 

(usa)

34. by dave bryant, lifetime tattoo

35. by matt hunt, modern body art

36. by jak connolly, ink studio

37. by max pniewski, 

southmead tattoo

38. by paul vander johnson, 

triplesix studios

39. by danny watson, vida loca tattoo

40. by sonny mitchell, 

black lotus tattoo

41. by ben shaw, octopus tattoo

42. by gary donnelly, twit twoo
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36. 37. 38.

39.

40. 41. 42.
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When did you get your first tattoo?
I waited till I was 18; yes I actually
listened to my parents. I got it just a few
days after my birthday. It was a heart-
shaped locket with wings, on my right
shoulder. It’s covered by my huge
Beetlejuice backpiece now.

At what point did you realise that
you wanted to be heavily tattooed? 
I knew I wanted to be covered in tattoos
since I was 15 or maybe even younger. I
didn’t just do it to be different; I was being
true to myself. Art is beautiful and I always
wanted to put it on my body. No matter
how much it was going to hurt, I knew it
was going to be worth it. 

How has that shaped your life, and
how does it continue to?
I would love to tattoo my hands and my
neck but I don’t want to be a bartender
forever. I’m not sure how that sort of
coverage would affect my career as a
physical therapist. Like my Dad says, “You
can always add more but not take it
away.” Although that’s not strictly true
these days.

How do you go about choosing
your artists?
Well before I found my current artist Hoser
Palazuelos, I got a few tattoos from
people in their homes. Needless to say it
wasn’t the work I was looking for. Hoser is
now the only artist who I let tattoo me. His
work is one of a kind and super unique;
he creates such beautiful pieces full of
meaning, which is so important to me.

What passions do you have
outside of the world of ink?
I like nature, and I enjoy going on hikes,
walks or strolls. I love to draw and paint –
or even just watch someone else do that.

Also eating healthy food and treating my
body the way it deserves to be treated is
very important to me. That’s given me a
clear mindset and a new way of living that
has been inspiring. And I truly love
baseball, America’s favourite pastime.
What could be better than sunshine, hot
dogs, cold beer and watching your
favourite team play ball?

How would you feel if your son
decided to get heavy coverage?
Ayden is only four years old, so it’s not
something that I’ll have to think about for a
while! I’ll always love him for who he is. If
he feels the need to cover himself in ink,
then so be it. It doesn’t change who you
are on the inside.

Do you have another job as well
as modelling?
At the moment I have two bartending jobs;
it’s just the way it has to be until Ayden
starts school. I believe in working hard for
what you want in life. I’m not the type of
person who sits around waiting for
handouts. My parents didn’t raise me that
way and I can’t thank them enough for that.
My son deserves a mother who will always
provide and take care of him. It’s worth the
lack of sleep to see the smile on his face.

How has your family reacted to
your ink?
Well to start off with, I’m the most tattooed
person in my family. I think at first a lot of
them saw me as being defiant or “ruining”
my beautiful skin. But as time has past
opinions have changed. Most of my family
thinks it beautiful now and they’re all very
proud of how far I have come in my
modelling career. Having said that my
mother still thinks my work would look
better on paper than my skin.

Do you have a favourite tattoo style?
I love all types of tattoos, but for me the
main thing is bright bold colours and very
off-the-wall ideas: creative and cartoony.
I’ve thought about having a few portraits
but I don’t think they’re for me. I guess
only time will tell, but for now I’ll just oohh
and aahhh at them on other people.

What do you want people to know
about you? 
That I’m a real and genuine person, I care
deeply about others and believe that to be
happy with yourself you must learn to love
and care for others. I want people to know
that anything is possible. If you really want
something you’ve just got to get up and go
for it. If you do then you will see all your
dreams and wishes can come true, but it
starts with you. You only live once, so live
the best life you possibly can. 

Have you any hidden talents? 
I can draw anything you put in front of my
face. I wish I could come up with my own
crazy ideas but I guess it’s just not my
thing. My thumbs are double-jointed and I
can burp louder than most guys. Don't
know if any of those are really talents but
hey that’s what I got...

Kim O’Connor describes herself as a “tiny ball of
fire... larger than life and just full of character and
ambition”. She is strong, independent, a mother and

a hard-working lady who is very goal orientated.
Although she always reaches for the stars her feet are
firmly planted on terra firma. 
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piotr cwiek, southmead tattoo studio

steph scott, old town tattoo

dane mancini, 

inkamatic (italy)

hoss, outer limits tattoo (usa)

otte timar, red lion (hungary)



bradley tompkins, 

swansea tattoo co

jim lynch, immortal ink

end willows, chalice tattoo studio (usa)

miss arianna, 

skinwear tattoo (italy)

tim pangburn, art machine (usa)

ethan jones, nala tattoos

jethro wood, the circle



roddy mclean, timeless tattoo

lila way, true grit tattoo (usa)

patterns
ethan jones, nala tattoo



luci lou, angelic hell steph hanlon, apocalypse tattoo (usa)

matt webb, 72 street tattoosarah tracey, karma collective



darcy nutt, chalice tattoo (usa)



alexander sandler, kipod tattoo (israel)

laura taylor, shall adore tattoo

jason james, never say die!

keely rutherford, east side tattoo



mister paterson, scratchline tattoo

gege, boris tattoo (austria)

filip, studio za tetoviranje (croatia)

jim orie, light town tattoo

(holland)

jay abbott, psycho monkey



ivana tattoo art, on the road (usa)

    

deryn stephenson, 

tenacious tattoo deryn stephenson, 
tenacious tattoo

paul talbot, post modern tattoo



mark cummings, tnt tattooing

(australia)

john roberts, immaculate concept (canada)

things with wings

marcin ptak, inkdependent tattoo

otte timar, red lion tattoo (hungary)



pedi, bl tattoo studio (bosnia)

ivana tattoo art, on the road (usa)

otte timar, 

red lion tattoo (hungary) eric the viking, king of hearts kerry irvine, karma collective

mr greg, mr greg tattoo shop



boris, boris tattoo (austria)

otto, the white elephant studio

alex caligari, black ink studio (romania)

aaron clapham, tattoo art

alex kuznecovas,

stigmastudios



clod the ripper, milano city ink (italy) nick horn, good times tattoo

leigh oldcorn, cosmic tattoo

billy hay, custom inc

mulie addlecoat, thinking tree tattoo (indonesia)



cecil porter, cecil porter tattoos (usa) cree mccahill, old london road

jimmy johnsen, hellspawn custom tattoo (norway) 

ben harris, 

art machine productions (usa)

jens, blue harvest tattoo

(germany)

dimitri hk, dimitri tattoo (france) 



mike devries, md tattoo (usa)mikael de poissy, mikael tatouage (france)

chris sutton, flaming art tattoo

piotr cwiek, southmead tattoo studio
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It
seems that a creative life was always going

to be on the cards for Luca Ortis. Whether

he liked it or not, it was in his blood. His

mother is now a successful painter, and the

young Luca would often be found drawing

alongside her. Meanwhile, his father designed and

built the family home. Impressively, he taught

himself to do the architectural drawings, trained

himself to do the plumbing, electrics and

everything else, all whilst holding down a nine to

five office job. Luca is happy to admit that he is

inspired by their work ethic.

His parents moved from Italy to Luxembourg, and it was here that Luca

attended one of the many European schools where he learnt to speak

English: “I always knew that I wanted to come to England.” He finally came

over to study Anthropology at university, telling me that “I thought it would be a

good way to learn about interesting cultures, and then travel to see them.”

However, once he found out that exotic trips were not on the curriculum, he

headed off once more, this time to teach English as a foreign language in

Portugal.

Interview by Perry • Pictures by Luca Ortis
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It was in Portugal that Luca had a first taste of the surfing lifestyle that he still loves to

this day. Through studying maps, Luca scoured the globe for the country with the best

coastline. These searches led him to Chile, where he finally picked up a tattoo machine

for the first time. “I met a surfer on the beach who invited me to stay at his place. He had

the most terrible tattoo machine. But I was so drawn to it. I kind of just played with it. I

bought some pork skin to tattoo, and had a go on oranges and that sort of stuff.” Luca

eventually bought a machine from a local tattoo shop, where the artist allowed him to

stay for ten minutes to watch him set it up. After that comes the familiar tattooist’s story

of trying to find any scrap of information. “I did some tiny pieces on myself, and some

close friends. They were OK, but I never pursued it until I came back to England. While

living in Brixton I visited the tattoo studio in the market to sell them some tattoo designs

I’d done. That’s where I first met Tem Sosa [from Hope and Glory, Bury St Edmunds].

Eventually that studio in Brixton was the first place I worked”.
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The market was a colourful environment to

begin his tattoo career; kind of crazy and a

far cry from the peaceful establishment

Luca finds himself in today. “I only lasted

six months. It was a lot of fun, I earned

some money, but it was a pretty shitty

place to work. After that I went to work at

Original Skin in Tottenham with Cilla.

Again it was thanks to Tem who heard that

she was looking for someone and she

recommended me. That shop was my

‘real’ start in tattooing: a professional shop

with an owner that loved the business. I

learnt a lot from Cilla over the two years I

was there.” 

His decision to really focus on Japanese

tattooing began after seeing the work of

Filip Leu: “Until then my work was pretty

small. When I saw the big beautiful

designs Filip was doing, covering huge

areas of the body, I just knew that I

wanted to do that.” During this time Luca

started working one day a week with Lal

Hardy at his New Wave Tattoo shop in

Muswell Hill. “Lal saw that I was really

interested in Japanese, and he started to

help me. He would get me customers who

wanted Japanese tattoos and then help

with the designs, pointing me to books

and people who could really aid my

development. He kind of mentored me

and gave me access to his massive library

of books and prints.” Lal also turned him

on to the historical side of tattooing.

“There is an important lineage that runs

through time connecting everybody in this

trade. Lal links back to Jock from Kings

Cross, who famously trained Felix Leu,

who taught Filip, who in turn inspired a

generation, and it’s this line that holds us

all together.”

Recently Luca has embarked upon a new chapter

in his tattoo career. As we sit in his newly opened

private studio in north London, he shares with me

what led him to make this choice. “I wanted a

place I could work by myself. I’ve never wanted a

shop, or to be responsible for other people. I’ve

seen how stressful that can become. Because a

lot of what I do is bigger pieces, I don’t need the

walk in trade. The Internet is my shop front. All of

my customers find me through it, or by

recommendation. Maybe I’ll feel the need to work

with other people again, but for now I am

enjoying my own little environment where I can

focus on my customers with no distractions.

Since I’ve been here I’ve been so much more

productive, and I feel my drawing is really

beginning to flow.’ 
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But drawing until midnight and tattooing for many hours a day could eventually

lead to uncontrollable stress levels. Working alone with no one to share that

pressure is tough going. How does Luca see himself managing his work life

balance? “I was drawing last night and looking at the list of designs that I need to

get done, and I thought to myself ‘how long can I continue to work at this pace?’

Then I realised that because I’m so into what I do, if I was not here drawing for a

customer, I would be at home drawing for myself anyway. It is just a question of

planning your time better to suit a more relaxed lifestyle.” 

It’s become increasingly difficult to stand out as an artist these days. A tattooer

needs to develop a unique twist or tweak, to stamp his or her own original take on

traditional designs, some of which are hundreds of years old. I wondered whether

Luca felt that was a position he had achieved. “I honestly don’t believe that I have

anything that sets me apart from any one else who does Japanese tattooing.

Maybe outsiders can see the differences but for me it’s hard to tell. In the grand

scheme of things I’ve not been tattooing for very long: just over 10 years. I think

at first you can’t help but incorporate the style of artists you admire, and in time

you learn to separate yourself from that. I feel I am just at that point now, where I

see a coherent look to my work. However I’m still trying to develop. I’m working a

lot at the moment on my colour choices. I see what makes other people’s work

unique and I can tell what it is about it that I like, but I can’t see it in my own work

yet. A lot of other tattooing, like western traditional, can look very simple, but it’s

actually really difficult to get it to look just right. With Japanese you can copy
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waves over and over and only after years

do they look right. It is only recently that I

feel I am at a point that I no longer need to

look at other people’s. Finally I have that

movement in my hands and am able to

build my own.

When you start, you copy and copy and

copy, until one day you start to use your

own work as reference. You start to see

elements that slowly develop in your

drawing and they become the beginning of

your own style. It takes years of repetition.
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When I started I would draw the whole

design and make the transfer, but my work

always looked a little static. My sketches

always looked better, so now I only stencil

the main feature of the tattoo. The

moment I started to draw on the

background was the moment my work

began to come to life; it flowed better with

the body. There has to be a certain leap of

faith from both the customer and me

because I never have a finished image to

show them until it’s drawn on to their skin.”

As an Italian who grew up in Luxembourg,

working in England doing Japanese tattoo

designs does he ever feel any conflict? “It

is very difficult and sometimes I feel a bit

of a fraud. I haven’t had a traditional

Japanese apprenticeship from a true

Japanese master and in that sense I am

an amateur, but I always do the best I can.

Art, however, does not respect borders,

and eastern art is influenced by European

art and vice versa. At the end of the day, I

am doing what I love to the best of my

ability, paying as much respect as I can to

its origins. So long as I try to learn every

day and keep improving, what more can I

do? I will never be Japanese!”

Luca recently returned from a guest spot

with Miss Arianna at Skinwear in Italy. Is

this something he plans to repeat in the

future? “Definitely, now that I work alone it

is important for me to get out and about, to

stop me from stagnating. There are a lot of

people I really admire and I would love to

spend a few days working alongside them.

Getting tattooed and working alongside

other tattooists is the best way to learn. I

still feel very much at the beginning of my

journey. The next 10 years are going to be

really exciting. I’m curious to see where I

will end up.”

To contact Luca and see more of his work

check out www.lucaortis.com as well as

facebook.com/lucaortistattooing
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PRIVATE VIEW
Our showcase for paintings, drawings and design work by the most creative tattooists on the planet. 
This month The Valentine Art Show Organised to raise money for Cancer Research UK at the Brighton Tattoo
Convention.  If you would like us to consider your work, please send examples to: 
Private View, Total Tattoo Magazine, PO Box 10038, Sudbury, Suffolk, CO10 7WL, UK
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milan tattooconvention

F
or its 2014 incarnation the Milan Tattoo Convention saw

a few changes. Just for starters, there were a lot of new

artists, an entirely different layout of stalls and a slightly

modified schedule of events. What remained the same, though,

was the exceptionally high standard of tattoo work and the

venue, the ATA Hotel Quark.

Text and Photos: Travellin’ Mick

The reason for most of the changes that we encountered at the convention this year is that

Milan has changed management. Miki Vialetto, the Grand Seigneur of the Italian tattoo scene and

organiser of the London show, is no longer on board. Which left some people wondering in

advance if the event would be able to maintain its incredibly high standards. Thankfully it

ultimately transpired that this was not an issue. Despite the fact that a few masters did not make

it to Milan this year, the artist list was still impressive. It was plain to see that quality was still at

the forefront of the new organisers’ plans for this distinguished old gent of the European circuit.

Quite a few newcomers had grabbed the opportunity to ensure a space for themselves, and they

made the tattoo competitions (now spread out over all three days) more hotly contested than

ever. Russia and Greece were particularly well represented; innovative, hardworking and skilled

artists from these nations, whose work spanned all genres, were tattooing back-to-back

throughout the halls. It was, perhaps, a real indicator of the future direction of global tattooing.

Just a few years ago, who would have predicted that the Best of Show award would be taken to

Thessaloniki in Greece (by Alex Gotza  of Dirty Roses), or that several of the other coveted

trophies would be heading off to remote Siberia (in Aleksandr Pashkov’s luggage). It’s those

surprises – even more than an extensive list of famous names – that make a great convention an

unforgettable experience for the connoisseur of tattooing. 

1.

3. 4.

2.

1. xoil 

2. the duomo, milan city centre

3. by roberto lauro, 

roberto lauro tattoo (italy)

4. by alex gotza, dirty roses (greece)
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Another bonus in Milan this year was the

chance to view the wealth of styles Italian

artists are now excelling in. Traditionally a

country where both Japanese and Western

old-school pieces are valued highly, other

genres are making a really strong show

nowadays. Tribal and ornamental tattoos of the

highest level can be found at Milan’s own

Trafficanti d’Arte, home of Marco Galdo.

Colour realism has also taken off big time,

largely owing to the influence of Alex de Pase

and Andrea Afferni, who have made this style

extremely popular in Italy during the past

years. More recently, their example has paved

the way for talents like Michele Turco, Valerio

Serpetti and Michele Agostini.

As always, the aisles were bursting at the

seams, although some of the most notorious

bottlenecks of previous years had been

widened (or even entirely removed in some

cases). This show’s most intense periods are

always early Saturday evening and Sunday

afternoon, so for anyone who wanted to avoid

the crush this proved to be a good time to

chill, away from the convention, and maybe

take in a spot of sightseeing. And when the

time came for the newly-introduced Miss

Milano Tattoo contest, thousands of spectators

pressed towards the front of the main hall,

making room in areas that would usually be

clogged with chatting groups of visitors. As

always in Italy, a tattoo convention is also a

social event and many people celebrate that

fact by getting all dolled-up, which made it a

real feast for the eyes in more ways than the

usual ink-related one. 

Next year is the show’s big anniversary. It’s

twenty years old, and it’s still in great shape.

It’s unbelievable to consider how far this show

has come, especially if one considers its

humble beginnings. If you have never been to

the show but always thought that you’d like to

one day, there could not be a better time to

visit than next year... Maybe see you there.

5.

6. 7. 8.



9. 10.

11.

12.

5. by child, taste of ink tattoo (france)

6. by randy engelhard, 

heaven of colours (germany)

7. pegasus statue on the 

stazione di milano centrale

8. by arotattoo, (italy)

9. by dodo, place of pain 

10. by kostas baronis, 

proki tattoo (greece)

11. by kostas tzikalagias, 

dirty roses (greece) 

12. by miguel angel bohigues,

v-tattoo (spain)
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13. 14.

15.

18. 19.

16.

17.

13. alexey loffe & pioner 

14. by andrea lanzi, antikorpo (italy)

15. by andrea lanzi, antikorpo (italy)

16. by p’ink, trafficanti d’arte (italy)

17. by marco galdo, trafficanti d’arte (italy)

18. by michele agostini, tribal tattoo (italy)

19. by tattoo proff (russia) 

20. by filip leu, 

the leu family’s family iron (switzerland)

21. by andrea lanzi, antikorpo (italy) 

22. by aleksandr pashkov, tattoo x (russia)
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20. 21.

22.
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23. 24. 25.

26. 27.

23. by marco galdo, trafficanti d’arte (italy)

24, 25. by ivan hack (russia)

26. by teo, teo art tattoo (greece)

27. by teo, ueo tattoo (greece)
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The youngest of four brothers, Marcus
Maguire is happy to admit that as a lad
he was ‘kept in check’ by his elder

siblings, but he was also inspired by them. He
credits his oldest brother in particular: “He
used to draw comic strips that were all tied
into our family. When I was a small boy I
would lie around copying him, pretty much
tracing his work.  There is no question in my
mind that it all started with him.  His room
was full of Manga images and other
independent comics. They had a massive
impact on me, things like Akira [Katsuhiro
Otomo’s classic manga series], which still
stands up today. Even when I draw now, those
cartoons pop into my head.”

When it comes to tattoos, Marcus’s first contact was down to his father.
It wasn’t that his dad was covered in them, but he owned pubs and
many of the gentlemen who frequented those establishments were. This
is where young Maguire came in contact with them for the first time: “I
would see a lot of tattoos on these people and I think that’s where a
small interest started to grow. They were very crude, nothing special, but
looking back now I probably sucked up more than I was aware of at the
time.” 
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In terms of a formal education
Marcus went on to study illustration
and then animation, but he tells me
that “to be honest, that was all a
colossal waste of time. When I was
there I don’t feel I learned anything.”
After that he started a small
illustration company with his brother,
who was now working in IT. “He had
his head screwed on and knew how
to run a business, promote it and get
jobs in. All I wanted to do was draw.
It was called Scotch Pie Design and it
was great. It really engaged me with
illustration. When I first started to
tattoo I feel like I lost touch with that,
but I have reconnected with it over
the last couple of years” Although the
business was coming in, the
difference between the two brothers’
approach to how they were going to
get what they both wanted out of it
eventually led to a split: “I carried on
and just let things develop naturally
rather than forcing it, and he
concentrated on his career.”

In the meantime Marcu’s interest was
growing in tattooing, encouraged by
his partner Jules, but he did not see
the connection between the two
disciplines. “I thought of tattooing as

a separate entity, not connected with the
way I drew at all.” Despite that,
eventually Marcus decided to take the
plunge and get involved. With their little
boy Logan on the way it was a now or
never situation. As fate would have it he
managed to get an apprenticeship not
too far from their home: “I feel like I
totally lucked out, but I still did not see a
link. If anything I gave up the way that I
drew and forced myself to emulate the
tattooists I admired. I was looking at the
likes of Bob Tyrrell. To me that was the
ultimate; that’s how you should tattoo. I
don’t regret that but I do cringe a little bit
when I think of how I chased it. That’s
how I thought I would become a better
tattooer, by trying to live up to someone
else’s standards.” 

So when does he feel that cycle was
broken? When did he reconnect with his
own style? “A couple of years ago I
made a conscious decision to stop
looking at other peoples’ tattoos, and I
started drawing again. We made a
space in the house and I just started
working from what was in my head. My

work started to reflect who I am, and the
things that I find appealing. It now feels
like a natural process, whereas before
things felt forced. If I’m drawing from my
own inspiration, I don’t have to think
about it. The artists I used to reference
were, and still are, great artists - but I’m
just over that stage now.”

For Marcus’s generation of artists the
Internet has played a massive part in
their growth, but the fast track momentum
that can be created by a highly visible
profile can become a burden. “If what
you are doing really revolves around the
art side of things, why fight to stay in the
foreground? When everybody sees your
work day in day out, I don’t think they
notice much of a progression and they
can get bored. But if you step away, then
come back when you have moved it
forward, I think people take note. There
is a fear for some people that if they’re
not highly visible on social media they
won’t stay busy. But if you really have
something, then you will always have
people who want to be tattooed by you.”



Although Marcus is trying to avoid
direct inspiration drawn from specific
images at the moment, there is no
chance of him abandoning social
media completely. The communication
that it allows him is a fundamental
part of his development as an artist.
The ability to share his own work with
a wider audience, as well as finding
other artists who come from a similar
headspace in terms of having a more
personal approach to illustrative
tattooing is incredibly important.
Marcus cites Victor Chil and Ash
Davies as great influences, who have
now also become great friends. “Ash
is just so on it: he is the perfect
example of someone who just creates
for himself. I’ve done a couple of
projects with him and it’s been great
motivation. Those guys are great to
have around, and they make me
determined to reach their level.” 
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Other important pieces of the puzzle in
the early days were conventions. Marcus
tells me that “I went to a lot of
conventions over the first few years I was
working, and I did learn a lot but I found
working at them to be borderline
stressful. I don’t think you do your best
work at them anyway, but the people I
have met at them have become great
friends who I now work with quite
closely. These people influence me, but in
a positive motivational way. They inspire
me to create my own original portfolio:
works that I can look back on and be
proud of. I’m lucky that now I’m in a
position where I can pick and choose the
projects I want to work on, and that has
made me so happy. The illustrations I do
at home and the tattoos I do at work now
are all geared towards moving me
forward. The future looks really exciting.”



Marcus freely admits that “like most
people I made a lot of mistakes at the
start. One thing I love about drawing is
sketching, and that’s all about the lines
and their weight. I knew that, but for
some reason I stepped away from it, so
my early work did not contain those
elements. A piece should look finished
with just the lines. It’s all about
application and making sure your tattoos
stand the test of time. If you have the
ability on paper but not the
understanding of how to translate that
onto the skin, then what you’re doing can
quickly end up looking like shit. I’m still
learning but I’m confident that I will get
to the point I want to be at, although
there really is no ultimate perfection.” 

As for the future it looks as if it’s
going to be very busy, perhaps not
working at so many conventions but
still visiting them. Marcus’s interest
nowadays seems to have swung in
the direction of doing more guest
spots. Perhaps a less frenetic
atmosphere where you can spend
time working with other artists is more
conducive to growth? “If you go to
somebody’s shop environment you
can take a lot more from the way that
they work, and just relax. For me at
the moment that’s ideal; I don’t think
there is a better way.” 

As for projects outside of tattooing,
they just don’t really figure in the
main scheme of things right now. “I

find it quite tough to get to the end of
any drawing, and I’m surrounded by
unfinished paintings. For the last couple
of years I’ve tried to at least produce a
couple of prints a year, which doesn’t
sound like a lot, but when you do a
tattoo you can see the end goal. I find it
hard to do that when I’m drawing – to
reach a point of ‘complete’. I’ve learnt
from the past not to force things.” That
organic attitude has brought Marcus a
long way and gained him a lot of
respect. His current work is unmistakably
Maguire, and long may it stay that way.

To see more of Marcus’s work and keep
up with other projects he is involved with
go to:
instagram.com/marcustattoos/
Or visit
www.facebook.com/marcustattoos
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Adorned Tattoos
137A Commercial Rd, 
Poole BH14 0JD
01202 738290
www.adornedtattoo.com
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left to right: jolene, craig, emilee, ben, alex.
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To find out about our special

offers for display adverts, email

advertising@totaltattoo.co.uk

CONVENTION CALENDAR
Tattoo convention listings on this page are free. 

Send your details to Convention Calendar, Total Tattoo Magazine, PO Box 10038, Sudbury, Suffolk,

CO10 7WL, UK or e-mail editor@totaltattoo.co.uk All details correct at time of going to press. E&OE.

UK
CONVENTIONS

April 6

Ink & Iron
The Tower, Reservoir Road, Edgbaston,
Birmingham, B16 9EE
www.inkandiron.co.uk
info@inkandiron.co.uk

April 12-13

Tattoo Extravaganza
Portsmouth
Portsmouth Pyramids Centre,
Clarence Esplanade, Portsmouth,
Hampshire PO5 3ST
tattooextravaganza@live.co.uk
www.tattooextravaganza.co.uk

April 12-13

7th North Lakes 
Tattoo Show
Shepherds Inn, Carlisle, Cumbria
Tel 01228 545156
www.northlakestattooshow.co.uk

May 11

Somerset Tattoo
Convention
Blake Hall, St Saviours Avenue,
Bridgwater, Somerset, TA6 3NZ

May 17-18

Liverpool 
Tattoo Convention
The Adelphi Hotel, Ranelagh Place,
Liverpool, Merseyside, L3 5UL
Tel: 0151 709 0479
www.liverpooltattooconvention.com

May 24-25

The 4th International
Northern Ireland 
Tattoo Convention
Ulster Hall, Belfast
Facebook.com/nitattoo.convention
ww.nitattoo.co.uk

May 24-25

Leeds International
Tattoo Expo
New Dock Hall, adjacent to Royal
Armouries Museum, Leeds
Tel 07787 420244
enquiries.lite@gmail.com
www.leedstattooexpo.com

May 24-25
‘Ink & Oil Tattoo and
Art Convention’.
The East of England Showground, 
Peterborough, 
Cambridgeshire PE2 6XE
www.hotrodandcustomshow.co.uk

June 7-8

Croydon Tattoo
Convention
Fairfield Halls, Park Lane, Croydon,
Surrey CR9 1DG,
www.croydontattooconvention.com/

June 7-8

Northampton
International 
Tattoo Convention
Saints Rugby Ground, Weedon Road,
Northampton, NN5 5BG
www.northamptoninternationaltattooco
nvention.com
Tel:01604 949958

June 7-8

Reading Tattoo
Convention
Rivermead Leisure Complex, Richfield
Avenue, Reading, RG1 8ER
Tel 0118 959 0700 or 0118 959 8616
readingtattooshow@hotmail.co.uk
www.readingtattooshow.co.uk

June 13-16

Inkfest 3
Sand Bay Leisure Resort, 
Weston Super Mare
www.inkfest.co.uk

June 14

North East Tattoo Expo
ARC, Stockton Arts Centre, 
Dovecot Street Stockton-on-Tees
TS18 1LL 
www.facebook.com/northeasttattooexpo

June 21-22

Ink for Heroes
The Racecourse, Knavesmire Rd, York, 
North Yorkshire YO23 1EX
www.inkforheroes.co.uk
inkforheroes@hotmail.co.uk

July 12-13

Milton Keynes 
Tattoo Expo
Stadium MK, Stadium Way West, 
Milton Keynes, MK1 1ST 
Tel 01908 604201
www.mktattooconvention.co.uk

July 19-20

Cardiff Tattoo & 
Toy Convention
Mercure Cardiff Holland House Hotel
24-26 Newport Road, Cardiff, 
CF24 0DD
info@cardifftattooandtoycon.co.uk
www.cardifftattooandtoycon.co.uk

July 26-27

Portsmouth Tattoo
Convention
The Portsmouth Guildhall,
Portsmouth, Hampshire
www.portsmouthtattooconvention.com

August 15-17

Titanic International 
Tattoo Convention
Titanic Building Belfast
1 Queens Rd, Titanic Quarter
Belfast BT3 9EP,
www.facebook.com/titanic.tattooconv
entionbelfast14

August 16-17

Dundee 
Tattoo Convention
Abertay Union, 1-3 Bell Street,

Dundee, Angus DD1 1HP, Scotland

http://dundeetattooconvention.co.uk

August 16-17

Norwich Body Art
Festival
The Open Youth Venue, 20 Bank Plain,

Norwich, Norfolk NR2 4SF

www.norwichbodyartfestival.co.uk

September 5-7

The 2nd International
Deaf Tattoo Convention
St. John’s Deaf Community Centre

258 Green Lanes, Manor House,

London, N4 2HE

www.deaf-tattoo.com

September 14

Female Tattoo Show
Leamington Assembly, Spencer Street,

Warwickshire CV31 3NF

www.femaletattooshow.co.uk/

September 26-28

London Tattoo
Convention
Tobacco Dock

Porters Walk, London, E1W 2SF

www.thelondontattooconvention.com

October 25-26

Tattoo Royale
Harrogate International Centre

King’s Rd, Harrogate, 

North Yorkshire HG1 5LA

www.tattooroyale.co.uk

November 15-16

East Coast Tattoo Expo
Highfield Holiday Park, Clacton

www.eastcoastexpo.co.uk

November 29-30

Cariad Ink
Venue Cymru, The Promenade,

Llandudno LL30 1BB

www.facebook.com/CariadInk

OVERSEAS
CONVENTIONS

April 11-13

Frankfurt International
Tattoo Convention
Fairground Frankfurt, Theodor-Heuss-

Allee 3

60486 Frankfurt am Main, Germany

www.convention-frankfurt.de/joom/

April 25-27

4th International Nepal
Tattoo Convention

Yak and Yeti Hotel

www.nepaltattooconvention.com

www.facebook.com/NepalTattoo

April 30-May 1

Amsterdam Tattoo
Convention
RAI Amsterdam

Europaplein 1078 GZ Amsterdam 

The Netherlands

http://amsterdam.tattooexpo.eu/nl/2014

May 30-1June

2nd Kerry International
Tattoo Convention
Gleneagle Hotel, Muckross Road,

Killarney, Co.Kerry. Ireland 

www.kerrytattooconvention.ie

June 20-22

Transilvania Tattoo
Expo
Sibiu, Romania

www.tattooexpo.ro

www.transilvaniatattoo.ro

June 27-29

15th Midleton Tattoo
Convention
Midleton Rugby Club, Midleton, Cork,

Ireland

August 1-3

Berlin Internationale 
Tattoo Convention
Eichenstr.6  12435 Berlin

www.tattoo-convention.de

September 5-7

22nd Annual Meeting of
the Marked
Monroeville Convention Center,

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, USA

Tel + 1 412 531 5319 or 

email tattootim@me.com

www.meetingofthemarked.com

September 13-14

Galway Tattoo Show
Radisson Hotel, Lough Atalia Road,

Galway, Ireland Ireland

email: galwaytattooshow@gmail.com

www.facebook.com/galwaytattooshow

November 2

Tattoo Sunday
Studio Hall 8310, Brugges, Belgium

www.facebook.com/tattoosundaybrugge

November 7-9

International Brussels
Tattoo Convention
www.brusselstattooconvention.be/
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The concept of “owning” a tattoo is most often
discussed in the context of copyright law. Copyright
grants the creator of an original work exclusive
rights over certain uses of the work, such as the
right to exploit it, distribute it, prevent others from
copying it, and be credited as its author, among
other rights.  In the UK today, under the Copyright,
Designs and Patents Act 1988 (CDPA), if certain
criteria are met, a work is automatically protected
by copyright once it is created in a fixed form, and it
doesn’t need to be registered to be protected. 

In any discussion of copyright law, and particularly
with tattoo copyright for which there is no
established body of case law, there are exceptions,
caveats, and distinctions. There are no black and
white answers to so many of the questions that
arise when you get tattooed; however, even just
exploring some basic concepts can offer interesting
new perspectives on the art form. 

A common question tattooists have asked me is,
“Can I get in trouble for tattooing another artist’s
work on my client without permission?”  The
answer:  it depends. First, it should be determined
whether the work is still protected by copyright. In
the UK (and other European Union Member States
as well as the US), copyright protection for literary,
dramatic, musical or artistic works, extends to a
maximum of 70 years from the death of the author.
Therefore, you can tattoo a DaVinci, but would
need permission for a Dali. 

In every case that I know of wherein tattooers
contacted other artists to use their designs, they
have gotten permission.  On the flip side, I also
know tattooers who have been sued or threatened
with a suit in the US because they reproduced
another’s artwork without asking to do so. These
cases have settled, and the tattooers had to pay
out—much more than if they had gotten permission
or paid a licensing fee to use the work. 

Tattoo artists themselves have also pursued the
rights to their work when others have appropriated
it. The most famous case in the US centered on the
question,  “Who owns Mike Tyson’s facial tattoo?”
In 2011, the artist who created that tattoo, Victor
Whitmill, sued Warner Bros. for copyright
infringement because he claimed they prominently
featured his tattoo design in the The Hangover 2
film and its advertising. According to Whitmill, he
drew Tyson’s tattoo freehand right onto his client’s
face. It wasn’t copied from a flash sheet, nor did

Tyson bring in a design of his own. 
Considering the nature of the design, there was the
additional question of whether this neo-tribal work
could be considered “original” in order to get
copyright protection; however, the US courts have
held that a work need not be unique and that
copyright protects specific expression of concepts
and ideas, even common ones. This low originality
threshold is similar in UK law.

The question of ownership to Tyson’s tattoo was
not actually a big issue here because Whitmill had
the forethought to have Tyson sign an agreement
stating that Whitmill alone owned the rights to the
tattoo.  This doesn’t mean that Whitmill owned a
piece of Tyson’s face, though. Even Whitmill’s own
lawyer, Michael Kahn, noted that this was not a
case about Tyson displaying his tattoo; Khan
explained: “When you apply a work of art to a
visible part of a person’s body, whether a celebrity
or not, there’s an implied license that, so long as
that tattoo stays on that person, it becomes part of
that person’s identity and that person can go
wherever that person wants.” However, Kahn
stated, “If you took the actual piece of art off Mike
Tyson, that’s when you would be making an
unauthorized copy.”

Warner Bros. offered a number of arguments in
their defense, including that the use of the tattoo
design was a parody, and therefore, fell under the
Fair Use defense under US law. In the UK, there is
a defence named fair dealing that does not cover
parody, although the insertion of a parody defence
is currently under discussion. Other European
countries already have a parody defence/exception
in their national laws. Yet the US judge in the
preliminary hearing for this case didn’t really buy
the Fair Use argument, stating: “This use of the
tattoo did not comment on the artist’s work or have
any critical bearing on the original composition.
There was no change to this tattoo or any parody of
the tattoo itself.” With the judge looking like she was
leaning towards the tattoo artist’s side, the case
ended up settling, and while the settlement amount
was not disclosed, I can bet Whitmill walked away
with some nice change in his pocket.

Whitmill was smart to have Tyson agree in writing
that Whitmill owned all rights to the tattoo. However,
it’s safe to say that most tattooers and clients don’t
have such agreements in place. Especially when
dealing with custom tattoo work designed by an
artist for a specific client, the ownership issue gets
extra tricky. 

To help answer the questions that arise in custom
tattooing, I contacted an expert, Catherine
Jasserand, PhD researcher at the University of
Groningen in The Netherlands. I posed this
question to her:  “If a customer comes to a tattoo
studio with an idea but not a design, and the tattoo
artist creates an original work for the customer and
then tattoos it, who would own the design (if there is
no agreement between them)? The artist? The
client? Both of them?” Jasserand offered these
thoughts:

“An idea in itself is not protectable. If the client gives
very vague instructions, then it is doubtful that he or
she could be considered as a joint author. However,
if the client is contributing to the tattoo and decides
on important elements such as the composition,
shape and so on, I believe it could be argued that
the client and tattoo artist could share authorship. In
the end, what is important is to question the level of
freedom that the tattoo artist has in the execution of
the ‘design’ and which level of creativity is she
using.”

Jasserand also noted that, even if the client pays
the tattoo artist, the payment does not mean that
copyright on the tattoo is automatically transferred
to the client.  According to the Intellectual Property
Office, the official government body responsible for
granting Intellectual Property (IP) rights in the UK,
“When you ask or commission another person or
organisation to create a copyright work for you, the
first legal owner of copyright is the person or
organisation that created the work and not you the
commissioner, unless you otherwise agree it in
writing.”

Putting an agreement in writing is great advice in
many dealings. Hell, it worked for Whitmill! Yet,
considering the intimate nature between artist and
client, does throwing a legal contract in the mix take
away the romance? Do we want lawyers
negotiating rights every time someone gets a
tattoo? It may make sense for celebrities and soon-
to-be celebs, but for the average collector, is this
something we want to now be a part of the tattoo
process? 

There are countless questions that stem from that
one initial question, “Who owns your tattoo?”  If you
want a clear answer, then you should get it in
writing and have the owner be you.

Marisa Kakoulas is a heavily tattooed US
attorney, author of numerous tattoo books, and
editor of the tattoo blog Needlesandsins.com.

Marisa Kakoulas
Tattoo Copyright: Who owns your tattoo?

“Who owns your tattoo?” It seems like a rather dystopian question – as if there’s
some sci-fi world where evil tattoo artist overlords dictate what people do with

their bodies. In reality, however, the question isn’t so bleak. Rest assured, we all have the
right to bear arms, legs, backs and all our other decorated parts. It’s when tattoos are
used for a purpose other than being worn proudly, that’s when things get murky. 
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